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The LISEGA product program embraces all elements
that are required to create the latest, state of the art
pipe support concepts.
These components correspond to the LISEGA standardization
philosophy and are organized in a modular system
with load and attachment compatibility.
Containing the complete product program, this catalog is in full
compliance with LICAD (Rev. 8), the LISEGA pipe support design program.
The catalog is available, identical in all details, as a pdf-file:
either as a CD-Rom or directly from our homepage.
LISEGA reserves the right to introduce revisions in
the interests of further technical development.
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STANDARD SUPPORTS 2010
LISEGA is different
As far as the mutual success of customers and suppliers is concerned, one can’t
do without the other! Accordingly we act as partners for our clients and undertake every effort to make them aware of that. We know this can only be reached
by optimum performance. Not only that - we have to be the best. This way, we
can convince customers or perhaps even rouse their enthusiasm - and we are
only satisfied when that’s achieved!
The constant challenge excites us, for we love success. There is no greater motivation than success.
In order to be the best, we have specialized.
Our whole concentration is centered on pipe
supports, and has been for more than 35 years.
Regarding our particular sphere, we have a comprehensive understanding of it. Not only quality
and price determine the customer benefits of the
product; low application costs are equally important. Often, these alone can prove decisive for the
success or failure of a project.
Customer benefit demands the highest efficiency
from us. This is why performance with system has
become the foundation of the organization and an
essential factor in our strategy. On this keynote
we also support product application: standardization, the modular system, series production and user software (LICAD) are the
most important elements to this end. Just for this, our customers have made us
international leaders!
With the catalog in hand, Standard Supports 2010, we wish to present our latest
technology, and via comprehensive and clearly structured information, make a
further contribution to efficient product application.
This is quite in the spirit of our objectives - superior product quality at the keenest costs for the customer! Even if these aims do seemingly compete, we stick
to them, because this is the most effective way to recommend ourselves as
partners - and above all, we have already proved it.
That’s why LISEGA is different… through performance with system!
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